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ZACH: Oh hi everyone. My name's Zach. Welcome to the Swinburne residence. I'll be showing you 
guys the standard studio department. 

You know just a bit of fresh air, admire the beautiful view of Swinburne campus. We've got the 
Wakefield Gardens to the left and in front of us we have got another SPS Swinburne residence 
building. 

Alrighty guys. So now I’m going to give you guys a bit of a tour around the studio apartment. To the 
left we do have the king single. In front of me we do have the table and two chairs with the heather 
in the back in case you get cold during winter. Moving on we do have some desk space for you to do 
your studies, with the television including some extra space here. We do have some wardrobe 
where you can put all your clothes and some other stuff if you need. 

Moving on we have the kitchen. It does provide all the essentials. I was very lucky that this came 
with an oven, it’s not guaranteed that all apartments will come with one, just keep that in mind. We 
do have the cook stove - we've got two there along with the kettle which will be good if you're 
making a drink. You have the sink you know to wash all your dishes. An extra space on the top to put 
all your food and other essentials. If you need we do have the bar fridge which will have your drinks 
and food obviously. The back corner here we do have the microwave and a toaster with some extra 
space at the top and all your cutlery if you need to. But yeah, that pretty much sums up the kitchen. 

Lastly we do have the bathroom, um you know if you follow me. We do have the essentials in here 
which is the toilet. We've got some extra space to put all your bathroom essentials here with a sink 
and a mirror. Hello. Um lastly we do have the shower which you know plenty of space to put it on 
and have a good shower and enjoy your day. 

Okay guys so I'm going to be ending this video with a quick recap. So this is a standard studio 
department. I guess the key factors or the main reasons to why I chose it was mainly due to that 
privacy you get. You know you're not sharing with anyone else but keep in mind that the price will 
be higher for that reason. Know that these apartments are very limited but just keep in mind that if 
you do really admire that privacy it is definitely the apartment for you. 
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